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Abstract

One of the most popular ways to turn a keyless hash function into a keyed one is
the HMAC algorithm. This approach is too expensive in some cases due to double
hashing. Excessive overhead can sometimes be avoided by using certain features of
the hash function itself. The paper presents a simple and safe way to create a keyed
cryptoalgorithm (conventionally called «Streebog-K») from hash function Streebog
H(M). Let K be a secret key, then KH(K,M) = H(K||M) is a secure pseudoran-
dom function (PRF) and, therefore, a good message authentification code (MAC).
The proof is obtained by reduction of the security of the presented construction
to the resistance of the underlying compression function to the related key attacks
(PRF-RKA). The security bounds of Streebog-K are essentially the same as those of
HMAC-Streebog, but the computing speed doubles when short messages are used.

Keywords: Streebog, Streebog-K, PRF, MAC, HMAC, provable security

1 Introduction

The HMAC algorithm was proposed in 1996 [10] as an efficient way to
construct a keyed transformation (and, most importantly, a secure message
authentification code) from a keyless hash function H(M)

HMAC(K,M) = H
(
(K ⊕ opad)||H(K ⊕ ipad||M)

)
,

where K is obtained by padding the secret key K with zero bits, opad and
ipad are different nonzero constants.

The security proof [10] explicitly assumes the use of a «plain» Merkle-
Damg̊ard [7, 8] cascade as an underlying hash function H(M): the message
M is padded and splitted into b-bit blocks; the compression function g is
iteratively applied to the previous n-bit state and b-bit block; the initial
state IV is the predefined constant; the last state is the result of hashing. The
result largely depends, among other things, on the weak collision resistance
(WCR) of H in the «secret initial state» setting.
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Collision resistance is broken in practice for several widely used hash
functions, such as MD5 and SHA-1. In 2006, an updated proof was presented
in [14], showing that the HMAC-MD5 and HMAC-SHA-1 nevertheless remain
secure. The reduction shows that HMAC is a secure pseudorandom function
(PRF) if g is a secure PRF (in the secret key and also in some restricted
related-key settings). The proof was obtained via a non-uniform reduction
(with «non-constructible» adversaries), leading to the insignificance of this
result in practice [13].

In [13], along with a critique of the results [14], an alternative proof
was also presented (the definition of PRF is slightly different). More precise
bounds with the same initial requirements [14] and without the use of a
«non-uniform computation model» were also obtained in the works [15, 17].

Russian hash function Streebog [1] can also be used in the HMAC [3, 6].
Streebog uses a modified Merkle-Damg̊ard approach. Its compression func-
tion is based on a 12-rounds AES-like block cipher in Miyaguchi-Preneel
mode. The internal state and the message block consist of n = 512 bits. The
output length of hash function can be either 512 or 256-bit.

The most important differences from the «plain» cascade are the follow-
ing:

– before processing the i-th block, the state is summed modulo 2 with
the number of already hashed bits;

– the last call of the compression function is used to «mix» the checksum
(modulo 2n) of all message blocks.

It is important to note that the differences between Streebog and the
Merkle-Damg̊ard scheme do not allow direct use of the results [10, 14, 13, 15,
17] for HMAC-Streebog. The proof of the latter’s security was, among other
things, given in [16]. However, the reduction descends not to the properties
of the compression function g, but to the properties of the hash function H
itself.

Unfortunately, HMAC-Streebog has a significant overhead when work-
ing with short messages. We have at least 8 (resp. 9) calls of g for
HMAC-Streebog-256 (resp. 512). However, the design of Streebog implicitly
generates a more efficient solution.

The aforementioned features allow us to prove that «Streebog-K»
(«Keyed Streebog») KH(K,M) = H(K||M) is a secure pseudorandom func-
tion (PRF) under some plausible assumptions about the compression func-
tion g. Thus, processing a short message requires 4 computations of g: padded
key, padded message, bit length, checksum. It is also easy to see that the pro-
posed cryptoalgorithm does not require any changes in Streebog itself. Other
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methods of involving K, such as secret-IV [11], along with simplifying the
finalization and a number of small changes can provide a more computa-
tionally efficient and no less secure solution. Unfortunately, all this requires
edits in the formal description of the hash function and in many existing im-
plementations. Therefore, we consider «Streebog-K» that is devoid of these
disadvantages.

The security of Streebog against the length-extension attack (i.e. the
particular case of PRF-security) is explicitly claimed in [5]. However, as far
as we know, there are no publicly available formal proofs.

The analysis of Streebog-K was carried out in the paradigm of provable
security [19, 18]. We start from high-level description of Streebog (section 3)
and its equivalent representation [22] carefully considered in the proof. Next,
in section 4 we present and discuss «hard-to-solve» problems: the indistin-
guishability of g from family of random functions under related key attacks
(PRF-RKA) in two various settings. In the main part of the paper (section 5)
we reduce the PRF properties of Streebog-K to the PRF-RKA properties of
g. Roughly speaking, if there is an effective attack against Streebog-K, then
there is an attack against g. The reduction gives us the upper bound on the
probability of the adversary’s success (for example, the forgery or the key
recovery). The bound functionally depends on the capabilities of the adver-
sary (amount of the computation resources, the number of adaptively chosen
input-output pairs).

Two «beyond security bound» attacks against Streebog-K were also
briefly considered (section 6). The first is the simple forgery attack, the sec-
ond one is the key recovery attack, almost identical to the same against
HMAC-Streebog [23].

Similar proofs can be also relatively easily obtained for HMAC-Streebog
[3] and S3G [4]. The corresponding results are briefly discussed in section 7.
The security bounds are almost the same in all cases, but Streebog-K requires
a weaker notion of PRF-RKA-security from g.

The good security bounds in the PRF setting allow you to use Streebog-K
as a secure MAC and key derivation function.

2 Notations and definitions

We use the following notations throughout the paper:
n = 512 – block size in bits; k ≤ 512 – key size in bits; ⊕ – bitwise XOR

operation; �, � – addition and subtraction modulo 2n = 2512;
|| – concatenation of binary strings;
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V ∗ – the set of all binary strings of a finite length;
V n – the set of all n-bit strings with naturally defined operations «⊕»

and «�»;
V ≤L – the set of binary strings of length no more than L bits;
(V n)≤l – the set of binary strings of length no more than l · n bits, the

length of each string is a multiple of n;
bin(x) – n-bit representation of the integer x;
sum�(M) = m1 �m2 � . . . �ml – the checksum (modulo 2n) of blocks

from l-block message M = m1||m2||...|ml;
sum′�(M) = m1�. . .�ml−1 – the checksum of all blocks from the message

M = m1||m2||...|ml, except for the last block;
Func(X,Y) – the set of all mappings from the set X to the set Y;
X

R← X – uniform and random selection of element X from the set X.
The adversary is modeled by an interactive probabilistic algorithm that

has access to other algorithms (oracles). We denote by AdvTMF (A) a quanti-
tative characterization (advantage) of the capabilities of the adversary A in
realizing a certain threat, defined by the model TM , for the cryptographic
scheme F. The resources of A are measured in terms of time and query com-
plexities. The time complexity t includes the description size of A in some
computation model. The query complexity q is measured in the number of
adaptively chosen input/output pairs. If F has a variable input length, the
maximum length lmax of the query (in n-bit blocks) is also characteristic
of the adversary’s resources. Without loss of generality, we assume that A
always uses exactly q unique queries (no redundancy and repetitions). The
result of computations A after interacting with oracles O1, O2, ... Ow, w ∈ N
is some value x (usually binary), AO1,O2,...Ow ⇒ x.

The maximum of the advantage among all resource constrained adver-
saries is denoted by

AdvTMAlg (t, q, lmax) = max
A(t′,q′,l′):t′≤t, q′≤q, l′≤lmax

AdvTMAlg (A).

The cryptoalgorithm Alg is called secure in the threat model TM with respect
to adversaries limited by resources (t, q, lmax) if AdvTMF (t, q, lmax) < ε, where
ε is some small value determined by the requirements for the strength of the
cryptosystem.

To demonstrate the practical significance of the obtained results, we some-
times substitute heuristic estimates based on assumptions into derived secu-
rity bounds. The resulting informal estimates are denoted by symbol «/ »
meaning «less or equal if the assumptions are true».
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Definition. The advantage of A in the model PRF (PRF -CMA –
indistinguishability from a random function under chosen message attack)
for the keyed cryptoalgorithm F : K×X→ Y is

AdvPRFF (A) = Pr
(
K

R← K;AFK(·) ⇒ 1
)
−Pr

(
F̃

R← Func(X,Y);AF̃(·) ⇒ 1
)
,

where K, X, Y are spaces of the keys, messages, and outputs respectively.
As the example, for a PRF with a fixed input length, we have (K,X,Y) =

(V n, V n, V n). For Streebog-K, (K,X,Y) = (V k, V ≤L, V n).

3 Streebog and Streebog-K

Streebog hashes the messageM ∈ V ∗ as follows. The text is padded with
bit string 10 . . . 0. At least one bit is always added, even if the message bit
length L is already divisible by n. The string M ′ = M ||10 . . . 0 is divided
into l blocks of n = 512 bits m1||m2|| . . . ||ml. The compression function is
sequentially applied to the previous state, the block and the counter

hi+1 = g(hi,mi+1, i), i = 0, ..., l − 1, h0 = IV ∈ V n,

where IV is a predefined constant which is different in both versions of the
hash function, the counter i = bin(i·n) ∈ V n is the number of already hashed
bits.

Two more transformations are performed at the finalizing stage: the bit
length L and the checksum Σ = sum�(M ′) are «mixed» with the state

hl+1 = g(hl, L,0), H = g(hl+1, Σ,0).

If 256-bit hash function is used, the output H truncated to 256 bit.

Figure 1: Keyless hash function Streebog-512.

The compression function is based on a 12-rounds AES-like block cipher
E in Miyaguchi-Preneel mode

g(hi,mi+1, i) = E(hi ⊕ i,mi+1)⊕ hi ⊕mi+1 = hi+1.
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In [22], the equivalent representation was proposed (see the detailed figure
in the Appendix)

hi+1 = E(hi ⊕ i,mi+1)⊕ (hi ⊕ i)⊕mi+1︸ ︷︷ ︸
g′(hi⊕i,mi+1)

⊕ i,

hi+1 = g′(hi ⊕ i,mi+1)⊕ i,

hi+2 = g′(g′(hi ⊕ i,mi+1)⊕ i⊕ (i� 1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
∆i

,mi+2)⊕ (i� 1).

Adjacent counters are summed with each other. However, the last counter
appears differently hl = g′(hl−1 ⊕ (l� 1),ml)⊕ (l� 1)︸ ︷︷ ︸

∆̃l−1

.

Hence, g(hi,mi+1, i) is replaced by

g(hi,mi+1) = E(hi,mi+1)⊕ hi ⊕mi+1 ⊕∆i, i = 0, . . . , l − 2,

g(hi,mi+1) = E(hi,mi+1)⊕ hi ⊕mi+1 ⊕ ∆̃i, i = l − 1,

and the sequence of unique counters i is replaced by a «quasi-periodic» one
∆i = i⊕ (i� 1), for example,

∆0,∆1, . . . , ∆̃15 = 1,3,1,7,1,3,1,15,1,3,1,7,1,3,1,15,

∆0,∆1, . . . ,∆15, ∆̃16 = 1,3,1,7,1,3,1,15,1,3,1,7,1,3,1,31,16.

Also, it is important that ∆i 6= ∆̃i ∀i = 0, ..., 2n − 1.
The keyed cryptoalgorithm Streebog-K defined as (fig. 2)

KH(K,M) = H(K||M) = H(K||0...0︸︷︷︸
n−k
||M), K ∈ V k, K ∈ V n,

where 256 ≤ k ≤ 512 = n and K is padded with zero bits if necessary (as
in [3]). Streebog-256 and Streebog-512 can be used as H without significant
differences in properties. Note that due to the key’s prepending, the last value
∆̃l = l has the index l, and not l − 1. Further in the text, the compression
function means g(h,m) = E(h,m)⊕ h⊕m.

4 Related key attack settings

The security proof presented in the next section shows that if the adver-
sary can break PRF-security of Streebog-K, then one of the following two
problems is also easy to solve. However, we expect these problems to be hard
– g successfully resists attacks using related keys in (at least) two settings.
Therefore, the security of Streebog-K is also difficult to break.
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Figure 2: Streebog-K with the equivalent representation [22].

Problem 1. PRF -RKA⊕-security of gBK(·) = g(K, ·) in sense

Adv
PRF−RKA⊕
g. (A) = Pr

(
K

R← V n, Ag(K,·),g(K⊕φ,·) ⇒ 1
)
−

− Pr
(
f, f ′

R← Func(V n, V n), Af(·),f ′(·) ⇒ 1
)

– the pair of the compression functions (with the key K and with the related
key K⊕φ) is indistinguishable from the pair of random functions. The value
of φ 6= 0 is chosen once by the adversary before the sequence of queries. The
query consists of the block m and the binary flag «key K»/«key K ⊕ φ».

In the most favorable case, there are only two distinguishing methods:
brute-force attack against two keys and birthday-paradox

Adv
PRF−RKA⊕
g. (t, q) /

2 · t
2n

+
q2

2n+1
.

Problem 2. PRF -RKA�-security of gOK = g(·, K). The relation between
the keys is modular addition

AdvPRF−RKA�gO (A) = Pr
(
K

R← V k;Ag(·,K�·) ⇒ 1
)
−

−Pr
(
K

R← V k; fK�σ
R← Func(V n, V n), ∀σ ∈ V n;AfK�·(·) ⇒ 1

)
.

The query consists of the block m and the value σ. The response is
gO
K�σ

(m) = g(m,K � σ) or fK�σ(m) correspondingly. We can hope that in
the absence of specific vulnerabilities, the only possible attack is the parallel
key guessing

AdvPRF−RKA�gO (t, q) /
t · q
2k−1

.

The more related keys are used, the easier it is to carry out the attack.
The complexity of solving basic problems should be confirmed by con-

structive cryptanalysis of the compression function. The impossible differen-
tial single-key attack against gB is presented in [24] and covers 6.75 out of
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12 rounds. In [25], attacks on 7 rounds in the PRF model are proposed for
gB and gO. The attacks in the related-key settings against 10 and 11 rounds
of gO were recently proposed in [26].

Despite the many papers on the topic [27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34], to
the best of our knowledge, no effective full-round algorithms for constructing
preimages and collisions of various types have been published. This is implicit
evidence of the good cryptographic properties of g.

The existing results of cryptanalysis, as well as the conservative design
of the underlying block cipher E and its key schedule, suggest that there are
no special attacks on full-round versions of the compression function also
in the PRF-RKA settings. In other words, the two basic problems under
consideration are actually computationally hard.

The appearance of more efficient cryptographic methods of the compres-
sion function g will not render the presented security proof of Streebog-K
incorrect. Specific attacks on g can be taken into account in the security
bounds due to the absence of heuristic arguments in the proof.

5 Proof of PRF-security

Next, we show the reducibility of Streebog-K security to the problems
discussed in the previous section. The equivalent representation (figure 2) is
the start point KH(0)(K,M) = KH(K,M).

Step 1. We define the padding transformation pad : V ∗ → (V n)≤lmax

that sequentially adds to M :
– the nonempty binary string 10 . . . 0 to achieve the multiplicity of the

block length;
– the block bin(L) representing the length of M in bits.
Let M ′ consists of l + 1 full-length blocks (l ≥ 1), then

KH(0)(K,M) = KH(1)(K, pad(M) = M ||10 . . . 0||bin(L)), M ∈ V ∗,
KH(1)(K,M ′) = g

(
Csc(g(IV,K),M ′), K � sum′�(M ′))

)
, M ′ ∈ (V n)≤lmax ,

and the «mixing» L is an implicit part of the cascade transformation

Csc(KCsc,M
′) = g(. . . g(g(KCsc ⊕∆0,m1)⊕∆1,m2) . . .⊕ ∆̃l,ml+1),

where KCsc = g(IV,K) and ml+1 = bin(L).
The pad is injective, and hence if KH(1) is secure with arbitrary block-

length inputs, then KH(0) is also an equally good PRF with M ∈ V ∗.
Step 2. We replace gOK = g(·, K � ·) (the first and last compression

functions) with a family of true random functions fK�·(·) and obtain KH(2).
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Algorithm A, which distinguishes KH(2) from KH(1), can be used to attack gOK
in the model PRF -RKA�. The corresponding algorithm BRKA works as fol-
lows. To process requests from A, one preparatory query (IV, 0) to the oracle
g(·, K � ·) is required. So, BRKA obtains KCsc. Each query M ∈ (V n)≤lmax

requires from BRKA no more than lmax computations and one related-key
query (Csc(KCsc,M), σ = sum′�(M)). The result of work A is equal to the
result of work BRKA and the query complexity is qB = 1 + qA.

Pr
(
AKH(1)(·) ⇒ 1

)
− Pr

(
AKH(2)(·) ⇒ 1

)
≤ AdvPRF−RKA�gO (BRKA).

Step 3. The essence of the step is contained in the following statement.
Lemma. The cascade Csc(KCsc,M), M ∈ (V n)≤lmax is itself PRF-secure

provided that g. is secure in the PRF -RKA⊕ model

AdvPRFCsc (t, q, lmax) ≤ q · lmax · Adv
PRF -RKA⊕
g. (t′, q),

where t′ = t+O(q · lmax).
The inequality presented above is similar to [9, Theorem 3.1] on the PRF-

security of a «plain» cascade pCsc (i.e. without addition with ∆0,...,∆̃l). The
differences are as follows: the relevant threat model for g. has been changed
from PRF to PRF -RKA⊕; the sequence ∆0, ...,∆l−1, ∆̃l is used; the prefix-
free restriction is not imposed on the adversary’s queries.

Obviously, the cascade isn’t secure if the adversary can predict some
output for non-queried input. If the value pCsc(K,M) is known for some
message M , then pCsc(K,M ||p) can also be easily computed for any block p
(length extension attack). Hence, the PRF-security of pCsc is proved only for
the case when none of the queried messages could be a prefix of any other.

Our situation is different. The value Csc(K,m1|| . . . ||ml+1) does not give
a direct opportunity to compute Csc(K,m1|| . . . ||ml+1||p) due to the ∆l 6=
∆̃l. Ifml+1 is the last block, then g(Kg⊕∆̃l,ml+1) is computed, otherwise we
have g(Kg⊕∆l,ml+1), where Kg is some intermediate state. The calculation
is performed using related keys, and the relation is equal to φl = ∆̃l ⊕ ∆l.
We formalize this intuition using the PRF -RKA⊕ notion and give the proof
in Appendix B.

Thus, the last call of the compression function with checksum mixing is
not necessary to ensure the security of Streebog-K (of course, under the two
assumptions about security of g). However, the presence of the checksum
affects the resistance to specific key-recovery «beyound the bound» attacks.
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Step 4. Consider a special threat model called FINAL

AdvFINALCsc (A) = Pr
(
KCsc

R← V n, A ⇒ (M1, . . . ,Mq),

∃i, j : Csc(KCsc,Mi) = Csc(KCsc,Mj), Mi 6= Mj OR
∃i : Csc(KCsc,Mi) = IV ).

An adversary A which is effective in this model allows to construct the algo-
rithm BFINAL attacking Csc in the PRF model. BFINAL runs the algorithm
A and obtains q different messages (M1, . . . ,Mq). For each message BFINAL
requests from its oracle the value Yi = F(Mi) (resp. Yi = Csc(KCsc,Mi)).
If BFINAL obtains the collision or the value IV among (Y1, ..., Yq) then the
result is 1, otherwise 0. Hence

Pr(BCsc(KCsc,·)
FINAL ⇒ 1) = p0 ≥ AdvFINALCsc (A),

Pr(BF(·)
FINAL ⇒ 1) = p1 ≤

q · (q − 1)

2

1

2n
+

q

2n
,

AdvPRFCsc (BFINAL) = p0 − p1 ≥ AdvFINALCsc (A)−
(
q · (q − 1)

2

1

2n
+

q

2n

)
,

AdvFINALCsc (A) ≤ AdvPRFCsc (BFINAL) +
q2 + q

2n+1
.

The last call of the compression function in Streebog «mixes» checksum
with the state. At the second step, this transformation was replaced by a
family of random functions fK�σ(·) R← Func(V n, V n), ∀σ ∈ V n. One query
has already been made KCsc = fK�0(IV ).

The query Mi from A produces the pair of values

(Yi, σi) = (Csc(KCsc,Mi), sum
′
�(Mi))

If there are no collisions (Yi, σi) 6= (Yj, σj) for all i 6= j and for all i:
(Yi, σi) 6= (IV, 0), then fK�·(·) is not requested twice with the same query.
Thus, the result is indistinguishable from a random function.

The transformation KH(2) is represented as follows.
Initialization: K R← V k; H ′0, H ′1, . . . , H ′q

R← V n; KCsc = H ′0 = fK�0(IV );
On query Mi, i = 1, ..., q compute:

– Yi = Csc(KCsc,Mi); Hi = H ′i; σi = sum′�(Mi);

– (*) if (Yi, σi) = (Yj, σj) for some j < i then Hi = Hj;

– (*) if (Yi, σi) = (IV, 0) then Hi = KCsc;

– return Hi.
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If rows marked with (*) are not executed, then the result is indistinguish-
able from a random function. Delete these rows and obtain KH(3).

The probability of the conditions (*) being true does not exceed the
probability of a successful attack in the FINAL model on Csc (if we remove
checksums, then it is essentially the same thing). Hence, by «fundamental
game-playing lemma»

Pr
(
AKH(3)(·) ⇒ 1

)
− Pr

(
AKH(2)(·) ⇒ 1

)
≤ AdvPRFCsc (BFINAL) +

q2 + q

2n+1
.

The set of transitions presented leads to the following theorem.
Theorem (PRF-security of Streebog-K). For any adversary A with

time complexity at most t that makes q queries, where the maximal message
length is at most (lmax−1) blocks, there exist the adversaries B′ and B′′ such
that

AdvPRFKH (A) ≤ AdvPRF−RKA�gO (B′) + q · lmax · Adv
PRF−RKA⊕
g. (B′′) +

q2 + q

2n+1
.

The query complexity of B′ and B′′ is q+ 1 and q correspondingly. The time
complexity of both adversaries is t′ = t+O(qlmax).

Assuming t � q · lmax and with the estimates of AdvPRF−RKA�gO and
Adv

PRF−RKA⊕
g. based on generic attacks

AdvPRFKH (t, q, lmax) /
t · q
2k−1

+
t · q · lmax

2n−1
+
q3 · lmax

2n
.

It should be noted that the bound presented in the theorem almost coincides
with the corresponding one in HMAC and can be considered tight in some
sense (see, for example [15]). At the same time, the approximate estimate,
which was given for illustrative purposes, is not accurate and significantly
exaggerates the capabilities of the adversary. Despite this, Streebog-K can be
used in practice without any restrictions on the amount of data processed.
Of course, the presented estimates do not consider threats that are outside
the formal model, e.g. side-channel attacks and others.

For example, let Streebog-K be used as MAC with 256-bit key. The output
is truncated to τ = 64 bits, q = 248 messages are processed with one key,
each message has a length of no more than lmax = 264 blocks. The computing
power of the adversary is about t = 2128 operations. Hence, the probability
of creating a forgery in one attempt is bounded by [12, Proposition 7.3] (SUF
– Strong UnForgeablility)

AdvSUFKH (t, q, lmax) ≤ AdvPRFKH (t, q, lmax) +
1

2τ
/ 2−63,

and the numerical value is close to the ideal 2−τ = 2−64.
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6 Beyond the bound attacks

To complete the description of the properties and features of Streebog-K,
we briefly present two attacks on it. Once again, we note that attacks have
a significant probability of success only if the amount of material and com-
puting resources of the adversary is greater than allowed according to the
provable security bounds.

6.1 Existential forgery

The attack is carried out under the conditions of the adaptively chosen
messages.

The set of l-block messages Mi = bin(i)||bin(2n − i)||C, i = 1, ..., q is
prepared, where C contains arbitrary blocks. The checksums of all messages
are the same sum�(Mi) = sum�(Mj), 1 ≤ i, j ≤ q.

The oracle is queried for the values of Hi = KH(K,Mi).
For simplicity, we assume that after processing of the two first blocks

bin(i)||bin(2n − i), all intermediate states are different. Further transforma-
tions will be identical for each message.

Assuming that when processing the j-th block (j = 3, . . . , l), a random
mapping is applied to each intermediate state in parallel, the probability
of a collision for an arbitrary pair is estimated by Pr(Hi = Hj, i 6= j) =
Θ (l · 2−n), see [23, Lemma 1]. Then the probability of a collision among q
messages Pr(∃i, j : Hi = Hj, i 6= j) = Θ

(
q2 · l · 2−n

)
.

A collision generated by a pair of messages Mi, Mj most likely occurs
when processing one of the message blocks, and not when finalizing. Hence,
we have

KH(K,Mi||P ) = KH(K,Mj||P ), P ∈ V n.

The adversary uses the possibility of adaptive setting, obtains Hq+1 =
KH(K,Mi||P ) and creates the forgery Mj||P with the code Hq+1.

The attack is the same for both Streebog-K and HMAC-Streebog.

6.2 Key recovery

In [23], among other things, the key-recovery attack against
HMAC-Streebog (with 512-bit key) was presented. The time complexity is
at least t = 2419 operations.

The attack consists of two phases. Both of them have almost the same
time complexity.
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The first phase is the state-recovery attack. This method is generic for
HMAC with HAIFA-like [21] hash function. The optimal time complexity is
about t = 2419 operations. The oracle is queried about q = 2358 times. The
length of each query is at least l = 251 blocks. Other values of the q and l
will result in more time complexity.

The target of the second phase is the secret key. This part of the attack
can only be applied to HMAC-Streebog and similar cryptoalgorithms.

The state recovery attack can be used against Streebog-K without any
modification. So, we omit its description and refer to [23]. As a result of the
first phase, the adversary obtains the l-block messageM and the correspond-
ing secret state x (after processing the message and before finalization).

Key recovery phase is much easier for Streebog-K.
The adversary constructs 2u-collision starting with the state x (the time

complexity is about u · 2n/2 operations [20]). The value of the multicollision
is x∗ = Csc(KCsc,M ||Pi||10..0||bin(L)) and Pi contains exactly u blocks,
i = 1, ..., 2u. By queries to the oracle the values Hi = KH(K,M ||Pi) are
collected and g(x∗, K � σi) = Hi, where σi = sum�(M ||Pi||10..0) (see fig.
3). We assume that almost all σi are different and the same is true for Hi.

Figure 3: Key recovery attack (with known state x).

Thus, we need to guess zi = K � σi for some i. We compute g(x∗, z̃j) =

H̃j and check the match H̃j = Hi, j = 1, ..., 2v. If H̃j = Hi is true then
K � σi = z̃j can also be true with high probability. If 2u · 2v = 2n, we expect
one true match to be found.

The time complexity of the key recovery phase is t ≈ l·2u+u·2n/2+2v and
with u = 230, l = 251, t ≈ 2283, the query complexity is q = 2u. Consequently,
the complexity of the first phase is much greater than the second.

Thus, Streebog-K does not provide «512-bit security» in the sense of
resistance to the key recovery. This is also true for HMAC-Streebog. We
suggest using 256-bit keys in Streebog-K.
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7 HMAC, S3G and GOST94

The obtained security proof for Streebog-K can be used with some mod-
ifications for a number of similar cryptoalgorithms.

HMAC-Streebog uses the key four times. The relation between keys is
defined by two operations simultaneously. In the second step of the proof,
the stronger model is used instead of PRF -RKA� (problem 2)

Adv
PRF−RKA⊕,�
gO (A) = Pr

(
K

R← V k;Ag(·,(K⊕·)�·) ⇒ 1
)
−

−Pr
(
K

R← V k; fi
R← Func(V n, V n), ∀i ∈ V n;Af(K⊕·)�·(·) ⇒ 1

)
,

the query is (m,φ, σ), the response is y = g(m, (K ⊕ φ)� σ). The heuristic
estimate of complexity for PRF -RKA⊕,� is the same as for PRF -RKA�.
Problem 1 and the rest of the steps remain unchanged, but one more step is
added. The collision after the first call of the hash function H((K⊕ipad)||M)
is taken into account, as well as the collision between the last related key and
the other three. The result is the following theorem (the proof is presented
in Appendix).

Theorem (PRF-security of HMAC-Streebog). For any adversary A
with time complexity at most t that makes q queries, where the maximal
message length is at most (lmax − 1) blocks, there exist adversaries B′ and
B′′ such that

AdvPRFHMAC-Streebog(A) ≤ Adv
PRF−RKA⊕,�
gO (B′)+

+q · lmax · Adv
PRF−RKA⊕
g. (B′′) +

q2 + q

2n+1
+

3(q2 + q)

2τ+1
,

where τ ∈ {256, 512} is the bit length of the output. The query complexity
of B′ and B′′ is 2 + 2 · q and q correspondingly. The time complexity of both
adversaries is t′ = t+O(qlmax).

Cryptoalgorithm S3G [4] is defined as S3G(K,M) = H(K||M), but the
k-bit key is not padded to 512 bits, k ∈ {128, 256}. The number of calls to
g is always the same for the selected k. Yet another variant of the compres-
sion function is defined as gOOK (m,m′) = g(m,K||m′), m′ ∈ V n−k with the
corresponding threat model

Adv
PRF−RKA�,||
gOO (A) = Pr

(
K

R← V k;Ag(·,(K||·)�·) ⇒ 1
)
−

−Pr
(
K

R← V k; fi
R← Func(V n, V n), ∀i ∈ V n;Af(K||·)�·(·) ⇒ 1

)
,

the query is (m,m′, σ), the response is y = g (m, (K||m′)� σ). The second
step of the proof changes accordingly. In the third step, the tree does not
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have a single root, the number of roots is arbitrary from 1 to q. The fourth
step of the proof does not require significant changes.

Hash function GOST94 [2] is based on the «plain» Merkle-Damg̊ard
scheme (the state and the message size n = 256 bit) with one excep-
tion: the last call of the compression function g94 «mixes» checksum of
the message (modulo 2n) to the state. The first step of the security proof
HMAC-GOST94 should take into account changes in the padding. The sec-
ond step uses the same reduction as for HMAC-Streebog (gO94 must be secure
in the PRF -RKA⊕,� model). The third step is simply using the previously
known result [9, Th. 3.1] (g.94 must be a secure PRF). At the fourth step we
use a well-known «extension trick» as in the proof of HMAC [14, Sec. 7]. The
last step is the same as for HMAC-Streebog. However, it should be noted that
the security of g94, as far as we know, was not examined in the PRF model,
unlike g [24, 25]. Therefore, in the case of HMAC-GOST94, we cannot say
without a doubt that the basic problems are really computationally hard.

8 Conclusion

The paper presents «Streebog-K» («Keyed Streebog»)

KH(K,M) = H(K||M), K = K||0...0,

based on keyless hash function Streebog. The proposed solution has almost
the same cryptographic strength as HMAC-Streebog. This is true both from
the provable security point of view, and with regard to the applicability of
attacks. At the same time, the speed is doubled when processing short texts.

The suggested proof shows that Streebog-K is a pseudorandom function
(PRF) and, therefore, a secure message authentification code (MAC). The
security is reduced to the resistance of the underlying compression function
to the related key attacks (PRF-RKA). The existing results indicate that the
compression function is indeed secure in the relevant threat models.

The obtained results can be slightly modified to create security proofs of
HMAC-Streebog, HMAC-GOST94, S3G and similar cryptoalgorithms. Such
changes were also briefly listed.

We also propose two open problems to consider:
1) Is it possible to replace problem 1 (PRF -RKA⊕) in the reduction

with the simple PRF model?
2) Is there an attack in any model that would be more effective against

Streebog-K than against HMAC-Streebog?
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A Detailed pictures

Figure 4: The equivalent representation of Streebog.
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B Proof of the lemma

Lemma. The cascade

Csc(KCsc,M) = g(. . . g(KCsc ⊕∆0,m1) . . .⊕ ∆̃l,ml+1),

where M = m1||m2||...||ml+1 ∈ (V n)≤lmax, 1 ≤ l + 1 ≤ lmax, is PRF-secure
provided that g. is secure in the PRF -RKA⊕ model

AdvPRFCsc (t, q, lmax) ≤ q · lmax · Adv
PRF -RKA⊕
g. (t′, q),

where t′ = t+O(q · lmax).
Proof. Let’s imagine queries to the cascade in the form of a tree:
the root v0 is KCsc; the nodes vi are the intermediate states; the results are
stored in leaves. Each edge of the tree is labeled with the the block mi from
the message M

KCsc = v0
m1→ v1

m2→ v2
m3→ v3 . . .

ml+1→ vl+1, 1 ≤ l + 1 ≤ lmax.

At each level (height) after processing all requests, there will be no more than
q nodes.

Consider an arbitrary node vi, which is essentially an intermediate secret
key. If mi+1 is not the last, then g(vi ⊕∆i,mi+1) = vi+1 is computed. If the
block m′i+1 is the last, then ∆̃i is used g(vi ⊕ ∆̃i,m

′
i+1) = v′i+1. The first

secret key is Kg = vi ⊕ ∆i, the second one is K ′g = vi ⊕ ∆̃i. The relation
between the keys is defined as

φi = Kg ⊕K ′g = ∆i ⊕ ∆̃i = (i⊕ (i� 1)) ⊕ i = i� 1, i = 0, . . . , lmax.

Figure 5: Node vi of the tree. The internal (resp. external) edges and nodes are highlighted
in blue (resp. red).

The adversary will never observe the values of the internal nodes of the
tree. Hence, all adversary’s queries will be independent of these values. For a
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«plain» cascade from [9], this was ensured by limiting the queries (none of the
queried message could be a prefix of any other). In our case, the mentioned
independence is provided essentially by two different functions that compute
internal and external nodes, respectively.

We use a «hybrid argument» for tree levels (from 1 to lmax) and for nodes
of each level (from 1 to q).

Denote by Csci the cascade transformation starting from level i, Csc0 =
Csc. At level i, we define the hybrid game and the corresponding oracle Ci as
follows:

– Initialization: F R← Func
(
(V n)i, V n

)
; F′ R← Func

(
(V n)≤i, V n

)
;

– On query M = (m1, ...,ml) ∈ (V n)l, 1 ≤ l ≤ lmax from A compute:

if l ≤ i then y = F′(M); return y;
if l > i then Mpre = (m1, . . . ,mi); Msuff = (mi+1, . . . ,ml);
return y = Csci(F(Mpre),Msuff).

All internal (resp. external) nodes of the tree are calculated using F (resp.
F′). The oracle C0(·) is identical to the Csc(KCsc, ·). Indeed, if i = 0 thenMpre

is an empty string, Msuff = M , F(Mpre) = KCsc and y = Csc0(KCsc,M).
The algorithm Clmax

(·) is essentially a random function

AdvPRFCsc (A) = Pr
(
AClmax(·) ⇒ 1

)
− Pr

(
AC0(·) ⇒ 1

)
.

Let A be able to effectively distinguish C0(·) and C1(·), then it is pos-
sible to construct B0 distinguishing the compression function from the ran-
dom function in the PRF -RKA⊕ model. Really, for the one-block message
M = m1 algorithm B0 queries the value f ′(m1) (this is either the value of
the second random function, or g(K ⊕ φ1,m1)). For any multi-block query
M = (m1,m2, . . . ,ml) received from A, algorithm B0 asks its oracle for the
value f(m1) (resp. g(K,m1)). Recall that the secret random key K is es-
sentially the value K = KCsc ⊕∆0 (also distributed uniformly on V n), and
therefore, B0 correctly emulates the beginning of the cascade. Next, the value
Csc1(f(m1), (m2, . . . ,ml)) is computed and sent to A without queries to the
oracle. The result of B0 is equal to the result of A and

Pr
(
AC1(·) ⇒ 1

)
− Pr

(
AC0(·) ⇒ 1

)
≤ Adv

PRF−RKA⊕
g. (B0).

Consider the general case. Let A be able to effectively distinguish Ci(·)
and Ci−1(·) (figure 6).
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Figure 6: Trees formed by queries to Ci(·) (left) and Ci−1(·) (right).

We turn to the case of q parallel games in the PRF -RKA⊕. The cor-
responding adversary Bi has access to q pairs of oracles (q pairs of random
functions (fj(·), f ′j(·)) or q pairs of (g.Kj

(·), g.Kj⊕φi(·)), j = 1, .., q). The query
from Bi consists of (j, b ∈ {1, 2},m ∈ V n), where b specifies the first or
the second oracle of the j-th pair. Due to the independence of the pairs, the
hybrid argument is straightforward, and we have

Pr
(
Bf·(·),f ′·(·)
i ⇒ 1

)
− Pr

(
B
g.K·(·),g

.
K·⊕φi

(·)
i ⇒ 1

)
≤

q∑
j=1

Adv
PRF−RKA⊕
g. (Bi,j).

The value of φi = i�1 is chosen equally by all PRF -RKA⊕-adversaries Bi,j,
j = 1, ...q. The algorithm of Bi,j is similar to that of B0. In fact, the latter
processes queries that affect the root of the tree, and Bi,j uses messages that
depend on the j-th node at depth i.

M = (m1, . . . ,ml) is the query from A to the oracle Ci(·) or Ci−1(·). The
algorithm Bi must perfectly simulate both of them:

– Initialization: PrefixMap[P ] = ∅, ∀P ∈ (V n)i−1; maxj = 1;

– On query M = (m1,m2, . . . ,ml) ∈ (V n)l, 1 ≤ l ≤ lmax from A com-
pute:

– if l < i then return y
R← V n; (recall that there are no duplicate

queries M);

– if PrefixMap[(m1, . . . ,mi−1)] = ∅ then
PrefixMap[(m1, . . . ,mi−1)] = maxj;
maxj = maxj + 1;

– j = PrefixMap[(m1, . . . ,mi−1)];
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– if l = i then y = f ′j(mi); (resp. y = g.Kj⊕φi(mi)) by query (j, 2,mi);
return y;

– if l > i then z = fj(mi); (resp. z = g.Kj
(mi)) by query (j, 1,mi);

Msuff = (mi+1, . . . ,ml);
y = Csci(z,Msuff); return y.

First of all, we note that requests shorter than l blocks always generate a
random response (both Ci and Bi). Different prefixes (m1, . . . ,mi−1) generate
queries to different oracles. PrefixMap is used to store all queried prefixes
(m1, ...,mi−1). Initially, there is not a single entry in PrefixMap. If the prefix
has not been queried before, a new entry is created in PrefixMap, otherwise,
the j corresponding to the prefix is extracted. After all interactions, we have
1 ≤ maxj ≤ q. In other words, PrefixMap stores at least one and at most
q elements. If maxj = 1, then all queries had the same prefix. If maxj = q,
then the prefixes of all queries were different.

Let Bi interact with q pairs of random functions. Therefore, if l = i then
the response is really random (as y = F′(M) in the case of Ci). If l > i

then it is also truly random (as the intermediate value F(Mpre)). Further
computation of the cascade is identical in both cases. So, Bi simulates Ci(·)
for the adversary A.

Let Bi interact with q pairs of the compression functions
(g.Kj

(·), g.Kj⊕φi(·)). Imagine that Mpre = (m1, . . . ,mi−1) and in-
stead of requesting a random function F(Mpre), we implicitly use
secret keys from the j-th pair of oracles. Next, the computations
y = Csci(g(Kj,mi), (mi+1, . . . ,ml)) are equivalent to the Csci−1 cascade,
and the perfect simulation of Ci−1(·) is also constructed.

Thus, we consistently replace Ci−1(·) with Ci(·) (i = 1, ..., lmax), and sum-
ming up the advantages, we obtain the statement of the lemma

AdvPRFCsc (A) ≤
lmax∑
i=1

(
Pr
(
ACi(·) ⇒ 1

)
− Pr

(
ACi−1(·) ⇒ 1

))
≤

≤
lmax∑
i=1

q∑
j=1

Adv
PRF−RKA⊕
g. (Bi,j).
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C Adaptation of the proof for HMAC-Streebog

Recall that the HMAC is represented as

HMAC(K,M) = H
(
(K ⊕ opad)||H(K ⊕ ipad||M)

)
,

where ipad, opad ∈ V n, ipad 6= opad, K = (K||0...0) ∈ V n. We consider the
case when H is Streebog-256 or Streebog-512 (fig. 7 and 8).

Denote by τ ∈ {256, 512} the bit length of the hash function output.
The intermediate output is HI = H((K ⊕ ipad)||M) ∈ V τ and the keys for
cascades are KI

Csc = g(IV,K ⊕ ipad), KO
Csc = g(IV,K ⊕ opad).

The proof of the PRF-security for HMAC-Streebog is similar to the cor-
responding one for Streebog-K. Next, we describe the changes.

The first step remains the same. We proceed to the analysis when the
message consists of n-bit blocks (HMAC(1)).

In the second step, the stronger model is used instead of PRF -RKA�
(problem 2)

Adv
PRF−RKA⊕,�
gO (A) = Pr

(
K

R← V k;Ag(·,(K⊕·)�·) ⇒ 1
)
−

−Pr
(
K

R← V k; fi
R← Func(V n, V n), ∀i ∈ V n;Af(K⊕·)�·(·) ⇒ 1

)
,

the query is the triple (m,φ, σ), the response is y = g(m, (K ⊕ φ)� σ).
We replace gOK = g(·, (K⊕·)� ·) (the first and last compression functions

in the inner and outer hash functions) with a family of true random functions
f(K⊕·)�·(·) and obtain HMAC(2).

Algorithm A, which distinguishes HMAC(2) from HMAC(1), can be used
to attack gOK in the model PRF -RKA⊕,�. The corresponding algorithm
BRKA works as follows. To process requests from A, two preparatory queries
(IV, ipad, 0) and (IV, opad, 0) to the oracle g(·, (K⊕·)�·) are required (KI

Csc

and KO
Csc are obtained). Each query M ∈ (V n)≤lmax requires from BRKA no

more than O(lmax) computations and two related-key queries

(Csc(KI
Csc,M), ipad, σI = sum′�(M)),

(Csc(KO
Csc, H

I ||10...0||bin(n+ τ)), opad, σO = sum�(HI ||10...0)).

The result of work A is equal to the result of work BRKA and the query
complexity is qB = 2 + 2 · qA.

Pr
(
AHMAC(1)(·) ⇒ 1

)
− Pr

(
AHMAC(2)(·) ⇒ 1

)
≤ Adv

PRF−RKA⊕,�
gO (BRKA).

The third and fourth steps also remain the same.
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The fifth step.
As a result of four steps we construct HMAC(3) as a truly random function

generating HI . The last compression function is defined in HMAC(3) as a
family of random functions f(K⊕opad)�σO(x). The value of HI affects both
inputs (σO and x). We concern only about σO and ignore x. The adversary
A makes q queries to HMAC(3) and thereby generates 2 + 2 · q queries to
f(K⊕·)�·(·). During the entire interaction, the following keys will be generated:

K ⊕ ipad,
K ⊕ opad,

KI
1 =(K ⊕ ipad)� σI1 ,

KO
1 =(K ⊕ opad)� σO1 ,

. . .

KO
q =(K ⊕ ipad)� σIq ,

KO
q =(K ⊕ opad)� σOq .

We have two possible «bad» events:
1) collision in the sequence KO = {KO

1 , ..., K
O
q };

2) nonempty intersection of KO and KI = {KI
1 , ..., K

I
q , K⊕ipad,K⊕opad}.

If no bad events have occurred, then the last compression function never
queried with the coinciding arguments and hence output of HMAC(3) is in-
distinguishable from a true random function.

The collision in KO is guaranteed to generate the collision in the output
of HMAC(3). Therefore, we are obliged to consider them.

Collisions in KI are not unsafe. This is taken into account in step 4, if
the same keys are used, then the inputs are probably different.

The nonempty intersection of KO and KI may not lead to the reuse of
random functions values, but to simplify the analysis, we consider only the
worst case and assume that x value is the same for the same keys.

The probability of the first «bad» event is equal to the probability of the
collision HI ∈ V τ

Pr(∃i 6= j : KO
i = KO

j ) = Pr(∃i 6= j : σOi = σOj ) ≤ q · (q − 1)

2τ+1
.

The set KI contains at most (q + 2) elements. Due to the bijectivity of
modular addition, we have at most (q + 2) values σO at which KO ∈ KI .
Hence, there are at most (q + 2) values HI that lead to «bad» event 2

Pr(KO ∩KI 6= ∅) ≤ q · (q + 2)

2τ
.

24



and by the union bound and «fungamental game-playing lemma»

AdvPRF
HMAC(3)(q, lmax) ≤ q · (q − 1)

2τ+1
+
q · (q + 2)

2τ
=

3(q2 + q)

2τ+1
.

Figure 7: HMAC-Streebog-256 with equivalent representation. The message M consists of
L < 512 bits.

Figure 8: HMAC-Streebog-512 with equivalent representation. The message M consists of
L < 512 bits.
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